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ELIJAH LIST -  Google Analytics Demographics:

 

  Worldwide Reach:

73% United States

5% CAN - 3% UK - 3% AUS - 3% S. Africa

13% Balance from many other countries

Alexa.com website traffic ranking - Sep 2021:

- Global traffic ranking

- US traffic rank

Online Sessions:

+ Online page-views per month

+ Unique Online visitors per month

Viewer Gender:

66% female

34% male

Viewer age:

65+ - 20%

55-64 - 25%

45-54 - 20%

35-44 - 16%

25-34 - 15%

18-24 - 4%

  

Sessions by device:

Mobile 55%

Desktop 33%

Tablet 12%

Email Subscribers:

+ Opt-in Email Subscribers

Average open rate: 7%-11% | Average Click to Open Rate: 7%-9%

A highly accurate & hygienic list; we DAILY purge our list of unsubscribes & bad addresses.

 acebook followers:

+ and growing daily!
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ELIJAH LIST - An online Inspirational, Encouragement and Daily Devotional publishing

and retail company, which has been Motivating and Strengthening Millions of visitors monthly

through our website and daily emails since our inception in 1999.

Our followers are made up of actively engaged Charismatic Evangelical Christians and

others, looking for spiritual answers to the everyday questions of life, as well as those acutely

interested in Israel.

Our online visitors & email subscribers are highly targeted, responsively engaged, & access

us via many different avenues including browser bookmarks, social media interactions, &

more. We are uniquely positioned to get YOUR message to our valuable audience.

 

Just Some of Our Happy Clients:

 

Through Online and Email resources, we offer a wide variety of opportunities to reach a

targeted & highly responsive audience with YOUR message. As a matter of fact, one

reputable media buyer we’ve worked with for over 8 years recently told us, "...in

their opinion, our list was in the top 3 in the nation for response."
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What Others Are Saying:

"My experience with Elijah List advertising has been incredible. Their customer service is

exceptional. Specifically, I have found their ad team to be extremely helpful when

deciding on how and when to advertise. Furthermore, their email blast always gives our

organizations a great return on our investment.

As a seasoned online marketing professional and entrepreneur, I know that most email

blast lists are completely worn out and for a lack of a better word, "useless". Elijah List

has done a fabulous job at maintaining a healthy email list for many years. I highly

recommend using their services and can honestly say they raise the bar on what

customers should expect from a Christian organization."

"They are at the top 4 of performing lists for us. Ahead of Charisma and CBN"

Stephen Kasyanenko - eightM, OnlineBizCourse, Christian Experts, and Experts 29

--------------------------------------------------

"Out of all of the different list providers I work with, I must say that yours is the best.

Not only are the lists very good performers for us, but your service and attentiveness on

our account is unmatched"

Craig Mirabella - Learn Our History and Family Bible

--------------------------------------------------

"Advertising on Elijah List works! It hits my target audience with a great response. The

EL team is a joy to work with, and have not only brought great suggestions for

marketing our product, but they’ve shown flexibility on getting it out! I highly

recommend using Elijah List for your next advertising promotion!"

Brian Simmons - The Passion Translation Project
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Direct Dedicated E-Blast - Email advertising:

General audience email to + subscribers.

A highly accurate & hygienic list, we DAILY purge our list of unsubscribes & bad addresses.

Average open rate: 7%-10% | Average Click to Open Rate: 5%-12%

*Many variables impact these rates; subject line, creative content, quantity of information, etc.

  

 

  

Please call for current rates, volume discounts, promotions and agency specials.

Michael Loewen

541-990-3694 (8am-3pm Pacific Time)

Michael@ELPublication.com
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Homepage "Leaderboard" Banner - 728W x 90H pixels:

The Leaderboard offers a strong branding presence for your message, with highest site visibility and top

billing under the Elijah List homepage header: Height can be increased to 728w x 200h pixels.**

⇒       1,025,000+ impressions per week

⇒       7 day minimum run time

  

Leaderboard - EL Homepage (728w x 90h) Standard Rate Split Runs/ Graphic Changes

7 Day - continuous run $799 / ($929) N/A

14 Day - continuous run $1,199 / ($1,349) N/A

30 Day - continuous run $1,799 / ($1,999) N/A

**200 pixel height extended Leaderboard is available = See above enclosed ($) prices.
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Homepage "Article" Banner - 300W x 400H pixels

The Article banner appears in the Elijah List Daily Word feed or the BCN News feed, directly under

the 1st feed articles on the Elijah List homepage and offers prime visibility.

 

 

 

Only one (1) article banner is available at a time, in either column, and content must fit article

criteria; blog content with a continuation of graphic article on the linked page. 

 

 

⇒       1,025,000+ impressions per week

⇒       Only 7 day run time available

  

Article - EL Homepage (300w x 400h) Standard Rate Split Runs/ Graphic Changes

7 Day - continuous run $699 N/A
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Homepage "Native" Banner - 300W x 250H pixels

The Native appears in the homepage Daily Word left-column, 2 Daily Word articles down and

offers prime visibility. This location is only available for one (1) banner at a time, and pixels are

limited to 300w x 250h.

⇒       1,025,000+ impressions per week

⇒       7 day minimum run time / image can be changed during run*

⇒       Splits can be added – (1 week on, 1 week off, 2 week on)*

*Additonal Options are available

  

Native - EL Homepage (300w x 250h) Standard Rate Split Runs/ Graphic Changes

7 Day - continuous run $499 N/A

14 Day - continuous run $799 *$25 per split or graphic change
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Homepage "Sidebar" Banner - 250W x 250H pixels

The Sidebar appears on the majority of our online pages for nearly run-of-site visibility. Height can

be increased to a maximum of 500H pixels.* Dynamic animation can also be used (.gif, .jpg, etc...)*

⇒     1,025,000+ impressions per week

⇒     7 day minimum run time / image can be changed during run*

⇒     Splits can be added – (1 week on, 1 week off, 2 week on)*

*Additonal Options are available

 

Sidebar - EL Homepage (250w x 250h) Standard Rate Split Runs/ Graphic Changes

7 Day - continuous run $349 *$25 per split or graphic change

14 Day - continuous run $599 *$25 per split or graphic change

30 Day - continuous run $899 *$25 per split or graphic change

Additonal 30 Day continuous run $750 per month *$25 per split or graphic change

*banner height can be increased in 50 pixel increments for a $30 fee; max. 500 pixels tall
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Daily Email "E-Banners" - 250W x 250H pixels

The E-Banners appears in our Daily Word Email, sent to over Opt-In subscribers.

Height can be increased in steps of 50H pixels, to a maximum size of 500H pixels.

 

⇒       14 day minimum run time

⇒       Splits can be added – (1 week on, 1 week off, 2 week on)*

*Additonal Options are available

  

E-Banner - EL Daily Emails (250w x 250h) Standard Rate Split Runs/ Graphic Changes

14 Day - continuous run $299 *$25 per split or graphic change

30 Day - continuous run $499 *$25 per split or graphic change

Additonal 30 Day continuous run $450 per month *$25 per split or graphic change

*banner height can be increased in 50 pixel increments for a $30 fee; max. 400 pixels tall
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